Full Moon meditation for 14th December 2016
Bringing in the new 9th dimensional ley lines
Create a sacred space where you can be quiet and peaceful. Light a candle if you can … and relax.
Ground yourself by visualising golden roots growing down from your feet, deep, deep, deep into the
earth. Call on Archangel Michael to protect your space and clear any lower frequencies from around
you. Invite the mighty fire dragons to place a wall of fire around you and burn up any debris that
Michael cannot reach.
Call on your angel, your unicorn and your own particular dragon and they are instantly by your side to
accompany you. Ask your unicorn to touch your heart with his horn and pour his pure, loving, golden
rainbow light into you. Feel the light moving throughout your body, spreading through your chakras.
The light is moving down your body and into your golden roots. See your roots connecting you with
the ley lines, the web of light that flows beneath the surface of the earth. The ley lines connect to
all the ancient sacred sites, the pyramids, the stone circles, the portals of light. These are all
reawakening, reenergising, preparing for their role in the times ahead. Many of the ley lines are
broken, or full of darkness and fear. Call on Archangel Zadkiel and the fifth dimensional violet
dragons to be with you. The violet dragons carry the violet flame of transmutation. They can go into
deeper, denser energy than angels. Invite the violet dragons to help clear the old energy in the ley
lines on the planet, so the portals can bring back the ancient wisdom. Visualise a great team of violet
dragons now going into all the dark places on the planet, clearing and cleansing all the negative energy.
Pause - to allow some time for this to happen … … …
Now call on Archangel Christiel to bring in the unicorns. Visualise a cavalcade of shimmering white
unicorns with golden horns coming in … and flying over the ley lines following along after the dragons.
See them pouring pure, loving, golden rainbow light into those cleared and cleansed ley lines,
relighting, repairing, renewing, and reconnecting the strands of the web. Your angel helps you climb
easily onto the back of your unicorn and sits behind you, enfolding you in his wings. Together you are
riding on your unicorn, with your dragon alongside you, to travel with the others, as they journey
along the ley lines helping to heal the world. See the lines now clear, shimmering and glowing with the
golden rainbow of light, carrying pure, loving energy along them. Take your time to see them being
cleansed and purified by the violet dragons, then reenergised and lit up with that golden rainbow light
as the unicorns follow on behind.
Pause a while … … … as you visualise the dragons and the unicorns flying all around the earth … … …

Above the earth a new 9th dimensional web of light is being prepared in the etheric around the planet.
We are asked to help bring in this new grid of light.
Still riding your unicorn you ask him to take you up, up, up above the earth and the moon. Now call on
the golden Christed dragons to help create this new 9th dimensional grid. See these golden dragons
carrying the Christ light circling left and right around the globe, weaving a beautiful, golden 9th
dimensional etheric web of light. As the golden Christed dragons continue their magic in creating the
new 9th dimensional grid, you call on those wonderful shimmering white unicorns again, as you all start
to pour that pure, loving, golden rainbow light into this new, higher web. The silvery moonlight is
shining down on the lines, showering them with divine feminine energy. See the earth surrounded and
glowing with that new web of golden light. Know that Christ consciousness, that unconditional loving
energy is being spread around the globe, helping to raise the planet and everyone and everything on it
to a new, higher dimension.
Take your time to see this happening …
Thank Archangels Zadkiel and Christiel. … And thank all the beautiful violet dragons, the golden
Christed dragons and the shimmering white unicorns … for their loving service, as we help bring in the
new 9th dimensional grid of light.
Now your unicorn brings you gently back down to earth, back to where you started. Thank your
unicorn, your angel and your dragon for being with you. Visualise those golden roots grounding you
once more. Place a rainbow cloak over your aura. Know you are protected at all times, and, when you
are ready … open your eyes.
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